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Overview of this Presentation 

• Background 
• Issues encountered when importing Excel Workbooks 
• Requirements 
• Design 
• Implementation 
• Conclusions 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Flora, Lisa, Matt and the TASS Executive for allowing me to share my work on importing Excel worksheets into SASI’ll first describe my work at Environment CanadaNext I’ll share the issues that my colleagues and I encountered with Excel worksheets.These issues led to a  set requirements.  I’ll describe the design and implementation of the programAnd I’ll finish with a few conclusions and provide you my contact information
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Background 

• Air Quality Measurements and Analysis Section, 
Environment Canada 

• Mandate:  
– Monitor atmospheric pollutants at multiple sites across Canada 
– Data analysis and reporting 

• Obtain data from Canada and the U.S. to analyze and 
report on: 

– the chemical composition of the atmosphere, 
– atmospheric processes, 
– spatial and temporal patterns, 
– source-receptor relationships, 
– and long range and transboundary transport of air pollutants. 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I work in the Air Quality Measurements and Analysis Section of Environment Canada.Our mandate has two parts:First, to monitor atmospheric pollutants at multiple sites across CanadaSecond, to analyze and report on atmospheric pollutants in North America. This analysis includes:the chemical composition of the atmosphere,atmospheric processes,spatial and temporal patterns,source-receptor relationships,and long range and transboundary transport of air pollutants.
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Canadian Air and Precipitation 
Monitoring Network 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our section operates a set of atmospheric pollutant monitoring sites in rural and remote locations across the country. The results of this monitoring network are a primary input to our analysis work, but other sources of data are obtained for the requires spatial and temporal coverage over Canada and the U.S.Environment Canada operates the Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network to monitor atmospheric pollutants such as precipitation chemistry (known as acid rain), particles and gases, and mercury in its gaseous form and in precipitation. Some exotic locals shown on the map include Alert, NWT, and Bay D’Espair, Newfoundland and Labrador.
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Background 

• Data sources 
– Laboratories 
– Scientists 
– External organizations 

• Data are often provided in Excel workbooks 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We obtain data from laboratories, scientists, and external organizations such as the U.S. EPA. We are often in the situation where we must accept data in whatever format it’s provided. This is especially the case for data from individual scientists. As a result data are often provided to us in Excel workbooks.
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Example of a Difficult-to-Read Worksheet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a difficult to read worksheet that we obtained from a scientist. I must note that the data errors that I’m going to describe in the next few slides were added for this talk. The original worksheet did not contain these errors, but it was still a challenge to read into SAS. 
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Example of a Difficult-to-Read Worksheet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The scientist who created this worksheet was thoughtful in providing a row that contains column headers that can be used as SAS variable names. However, a challenge is that the column headers appear in row 11 of the worksheet, not on the first row as is common.
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Example of a Difficult-to-Read Worksheet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is one of the errors I added to the worksheet. This numeric cell contains a typo in the form of two periods.
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Example of a Difficult-to-Read Worksheet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a date field. As many of you know, Excel is much more flexible than a database such as MS Access, but this means that it’s easy to corrupt data by accidently hitting a key when the worksheet is open.
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Example of a Difficult-to-Read Worksheet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data are often transferred from laboratory analytical instruments through a manual cut and paste process. Here we see two columns with the identical headers, something that I’ve seen happen on more than one occasion.
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Issues 

• Column header names are not always on the first row 
• Column header names sometimes span two rows 
• Worksheet descriptions often appear in the first few rows 
• Characters in numeric fields 

– Special meaning, e.g., “<“ indicates a value that is below the 
detection limit 

– Data entry errors such as 0..01 

• Identical column header names  
• PROC IMPORT often produces inconsistent variable 

attributes across files  
– i.e., variable types (numeric, character, date, time) and formats 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, the issues we encountered were:Column header names are not always on the first row�(it’s worth noting that PROC IMPORT allows you to specify the row of the column headings)Column header names sometimes span two rowsWorksheet descriptions often appear in the first few rowsCharacters in numeric fieldsSpecial meaning, e.g., “<“ indicates a value that is below the detection limitData entry errors such as 0..01Identical column header names PROC IMPORT often produces inconsistent variable attributes across multiple files depending on the data in each file. Variable types (numeric, character, date, time) and formatThis last issue is a big one. PROC IMPORT determines variable attributes based on the data that appears in a worksheet, When you need to combine data from multiple worksheets you often find that the data step fails because of differing attributes.
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Requirements 

• Requirements 
– No manipulation of original worksheets 
– Column headers may appear on any row and may span over two 

rows 
– Variable attributes are consistent over multiple worksheets 
– Worksheets with hundreds of thousands of observations and 

extended ASCII characters (e.g., French language) 
– A report for each worksheet that shows: 

▪ Characters in a numeric variable  
▪ Extra decimal places 
▪ Invalid dates and times 
▪ Repeated column header entries   

– SAS/ACCESS Interface to PC Files 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on our experience with problems importing Excel worksheets we developed the following requirements for a tool to read workbooks:No manipulation of original worksheetsColumn headers may appear on any row and may span over two rowsVariable attributes must be consistent over multiple worksheetsMust handle worksheets with hundreds of thousands of observations and extended ASCII characters (e.g., French characters (Note that I experimented with various methods and options and methods of importing worksheets, including conversion to ASCII CSV, ODS XLM, and the XLS database option in PROC IMPORT. Each of these options had at least one significant drawback. The most promising was ODS XML, but the problem with XML s that when you reach 10,000 observations it begins to take very long for PROC IMPORT to read a worksheet. We often encounter worksheets with hundreds of thousands of observations. We required a report for each worksheet that shows:Characters in a numeric variable Extra decimal placesInvalid dates and times           and any column headers that appear more than once in a worksheetA valid license for SAS/ACCESS Interface to PC Files (to allow for the PROC IMPORT database selection of “Excel”)   
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Design 

• A variable definition worksheet that specifies: 
1. Column name  
2. Variable type 

▪ Character 
▪ Numeric 
▪ Date 
▪ Time 

3. Format 
▪ Char: # of characters 
▪ Numeric: number of digits before and after decimal place 
▪ Date: format, e.g., yyyy-mm-dd, mm-dd-yyyy 
▪ Time: format, e.g., hh:mm, hh:mm:ss 

  

 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The design uses a separate worksheet to define attributes for each variable. The worksheet has three columns, as follows:��1. Column name 2. Variable typeCharacterNumericDateTime3. 	FormatChar: # of charactersNumeric: number of digits before and after decimal placeDate: format, e.g., yyyy-mm-dd, mm-dd-yyyyTime: format, e.g., hh:mm, hh:mm:ss
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Design (continued) 

• Import worksheets with all columns in character format 
– PROC IMPORT option GETNAMES=NO; 

• DATA step converts results to specified attributes 
• Creation of a report showing conversion errors  

  

 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By using the option GETNAMES=NO each column in the data worksheet is imported as character. The variable definition table is used in a Data Step to convert each variable to its specified attributes. This approach allows for a robust importing process that includes a report showing conversion errors, if any.
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Variable Definition Worksheet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of a variable definition worksheet. Note the three columns: Variable NameTypeAnd Format
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Code  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parameters for the program are provided in macro variables that appear at the top of the SAS program.
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Implementation 

• Open the input worksheet in Excel 
• Record the following information: 

– Workbook name 
– Worksheet name 
– Column headers row number 
– 2nd row number for column headers, if any 
– Start of data row number 
– Output SAS dataset name 

▪ the work directory is emptied with each run of the program so use 
two-level names if importing multiple worksheets, e.g., 
archive.airdata 

– Directory name for the data conversion report (PDF’s) 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To walk you through the process:- Open the input worksheet in ExcelRecord the following information:Workbook nameWorksheet nameColumn headers row number2nd row number for column headers, if anyStart of data row numberOutput SAS dataset namethe work directory is emptied with each run of the program so use two-level names if importing multiple worksheets, e.g., archive.airdataDirectory name for the data conversion report (PDF’s)
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Implementation (continued) 

• Enter the required information into the macro 
parameters appearing in the header section of the 
SAS program 

• Alternatively, when you have many worksheets, move 
the macro parameters to a new SAS program and 
“%include” the SAS conversion program 

– repeat the macro parameters and %include statement for 
each worksheet 

• Copy the header row(s) into a new worksheet 
– Select “transpose” when pasting 
– Insert the three variable definition headings on the top row  
– Enter the variable attributes for each column heading 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enter the required information into the macro parameters appearing in the header section of the SAS programAlternatively, when you have many worksheets, move the macro parameters to a new SAS program and “%include” the SAS conversion programrepeat the macro parameters and %include statement for each worksheetCopy the header row(s) into a new worksheetSelect “transpose” when pastingInsert the three variable definition headings on the top row Enter the variable attributes for each column heading
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Output SAS Dataset 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the result of all of your efforts. You can be sure that every time you import data the resulting SAS dataset will have consistent data attributes. Column headers are converted to valid SAS variable names by using the TRANSLATE function to convert special characters to underscores
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Conversion Report 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important feature of the data reading process is a report showing any errors found while converting values from character to their specified variable type and format. This report is provided to the data originator who corrects the worksheet at the source. The corrected worksheet is then provided to us. This ensures our copy of the data is identical to that held by the data originator.
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Conversion Report 

• Planned enhancements 
– Statistical summary of each numeric fields 
– Sum each column for comparison to the same summation 

performed in the original worksheet 
– Time series plots 
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Conclusions 

• Keys to a robust method for difficult-to-read Excel 
worksheets: 

– Variable attributes are specified in a variable definition 
worksheet 

– Import worksheets as character and programmatically 
convert to numeric, date, and time variables 

• Output SAS datasets have consistent variable 
attributes 

• Invalid entries in numeric fields are reported to data 
originators 

• Please contact me for a copy of the program: 
bill.sukloff@ec.gc.ca 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, to conclude:The keys to a robust method for difficult-to-read Excel worksheets are:To specify variable attributes in a variable definition worksheet\To Import worksheets as character and programmatically convert them to numeric, date, and time variablesThe SAS datasets created by this tool have consistent variable attributes, and invalid data entries are reported back to the data originators Please contact me  if you would like a copy of the program.

mailto:bill.sukloff@ec.gc.ca
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